Solving the Schrödinger equation of atoms and molecules: Chemical-formula theory, free-complement chemical-formula theory, and intermediate variational theory.
Chemistry is governed by the principle of quantum mechanics as expressed by the Schrödinger equation (SE) and Dirac equation (DE). The exact general theory for solving these fundamental equations is therefore a key for formulating accurately predictive theory in chemical science. The free-complement (FC) theory for solving the SE of atoms and molecules proposed by one of the authors is such a general theory. On the other hand, the working theory most widely used in chemistry is the chemical formula that refers to the molecular structural formula and chemical reaction formula, collectively. There, the central concepts are the local atomic concept, transferability, and from-atoms-to-molecule concept. Since the chemical formula is the most successful working theory in chemistry ever existed, we formulate our FC theory to have the structure reflecting the chemical formula. Our basic postulate is that as far as the SE is the principle of chemistry, its solutions for chemistry should have the structure that can be related to the chemical formulas. So, in this paper, we first formulate a theory that designs the wave function to reflect the structure of the chemical formula. We call this theory chemical formula theory (CFT). In the CFT, we place the valence ground and excited states of each atom at each position of the chemical formula of the molecule and let them interact using their free valences to form the ground and excited states of the molecule. The principle there is the variational principle so that the ground and excited states obtained satisfy the orthogonality and Hamiltonian-orthogonality relations. Then, we formulate the exact FC theory starting from the initial functions produced by the CFT. This FC theory is referred to as free-complement chemical-formula theory (FC-CFT), which is expected to describe efficiently the solution of the SE by the above reason. The FC-CFT wave function is modified from that of CFT. Since this modification is done by the exact SE, its analysis may give some insights to chemists that assist their chemistry. Thus, this theory would be not only exact but also conceptually useful. Furthermore, the intermediate theory between CFT and FC-CFT would also be useful. There, we use only integratable functions and apply the variational principle so that we refer to this theory as FC-CFT-variational (FC-CFT-V). It is an advanced theory of CFT. Since the variational method is straightforward and powerful, we can do extensive chemical studies in a reasonable accuracy. After finishing such studies, if we still need an exact level of solutions, we add the remaining functions of the FC-CFT and perform the exact calculations. Furthermore, when we deal with large and even giant molecules, the inter-exchange (iExg) theory for the antisymmetry rule introduced previously leads to a large simplification. There, the inter-exchanges between distant electron pairs fade away so that only Coulombic interactions survive. Further in giant systems, even an electrostatic description becomes possible. Then, the FC-CFT for exactly solving the SE would behave essentially to order N for large and giant molecular systems, though the pre-factor should be very large and must be minimized.